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Brian Kohne and Stefan Schaefer proved with "GET A JOB" that 
high-quality motion pictures can be funded and produced entirely 
on Maui. And with “KULEANA”, they raised the bar another 
level, story-wise. Maui County is committed to helping local 
producers such as these two realize their dreams and empower 
our culture, while we collectively build an industry together.

Film Commissioner TRACY BENNETT 
County of Maui - Office of Economic Development 
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After playing competitive soccer and working in Silicon Valley, I returned to the islands in 2005 
fully committed to the creation of  music, live events, and motion pictures.  Our team began with 
a screwball comedy, GET A JOB, which stars beloved island entertainers.  Our newest work, set 
on Maui in 1971: KULEANA, is a unique mystery/drama which some are calling ‘tropical noir.’ 
This ambitious motion picture illuminates experiences, observations, and feelings I’ve held since 
my family’s arrival from Detroit, Michigan in 1969.    

KULEANA explores attitudes and issues which precede the Hawaiian renaissance of the 1970s, 
with a talented all-Hawai’i cast. Our timely, provocative picture boasts an original score by 
legendary recording artist Willie K and island newcomer Johnny Wilson.  It also features a 
hypnotic soundtrack featuring Hawai’i classics of the late sixties from artists like the Sons of 
Hawaii, Sunday Manoa, and Marlene Sai, as well as hits from Procol Harum, Joni Mitchell, Tony 
Orlando and Dawn, The Platters, Dinah Washington, Climax, and many more. 

The KULEANA World Premiere was held outdoors at the prestigious Maui Film Festival’s 
Celestial Cinema venue in Wailea for over 3,100 people in June, and was honored as Audience 
Choice Feature.  At our North American Premiere in the San Antonio Film Festival we were also 
selected Audience Choice Narrative Feature.  In the Tribal Film Festival in Oklahoma we were 
honored as Best Feature.  Soon we will screen the Louisville International Film Festival in 
Kentucky, the Guam International Film Festival (as a finalist for Grand Jury and Acting 
Achievement awards), the Santa Cruz Film Festival, and the Hawaii International Film Festival 
as we march towards a Hawai‘i statewide theatrical release in November. 

We are pleased to be working with Strath Hamilton and TriCoast Worldwide in pursuit of 
International and Domestic distribution. In November they’ll host a KULEANA buyer’s 
reception at the American Film Market (AFM) in Santa Monica, California. 

Read a Q&A with Brian Kohne online here: MauiTime - Kuleana Writer/Director 

STATEMENT | writer/director Brian Kohne  <<< 

https://williek.com
https://www.guamfilmfestival.org/kuleana/
https://www.santacruzfilmfestival.org
http://www.hiff.org
http://www.tricoastworldwide.com
https://mauitime.com/entertainment/kuleana-filmmaker-brian-kohne-talks-about-his-films-maui-film-festival-premiere/
https://williek.com
https://www.guamfilmfestival.org/kuleana/
https://www.santacruzfilmfestival.org
http://www.hiff.org
http://www.tricoastworldwide.com
https://mauitime.com/entertainment/kuleana-filmmaker-brian-kohne-talks-about-his-films-maui-film-festival-premiere/
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On Maui in 1971, a disabled Vietnam vet rediscovers the Hawaiian warrior within to protect his 
family, defend their land, and clear his father's name. 

LOGLINE  <<<

Kuleana is the Hawaiian word for responsibility.  It can also mean ownership, authority, concern, 
and property.  In 1971, few understood the concept of kuleana, as the Hawaiian Renaissance, a 
reawakening of island culture, had yet to begin.  The 1960s perpetuated a century-long departure 
from traditional ways; postcard-perfect sunsets, grass skirts, and mai tais comprised a happy, 
carefree facade.  Lounge acts defined Hawaiian music, ancient customs and values teetered on 
the precipice of extinction and, incredibly, the U.S. Navy regularly bombed the island of 
Kaho'olawe for target practice.  In Hawaiian culture, 'aina, or land, is sacred, as revered as 'ohana 
(family); the shelling of the uninhabited island was deeply hurtful and offensive.  On the surface, 
it seemed nobody really cared... but, in fact, a new attitude was taking root.   

On Maui, childhood friends Nohea and Kim discover the true meaning of kuleana in a deadly 
clash between traditional Hawaiian values and the American Dream. Nohea, a tough local boy, 
returns disabled from Vietnam, and struggles to reconcile his old-fashioned upbringing with the 
present day. Forced to face up to his responsibilities as the chosen protector of his Grandma's 
property and his family name, Nohea is determined to leave behind the daily struggle of island 
life.  Kim, long presumed dead after her tragic disappearance at age ten, mysteriously returns to 
her childhood home on a mission of her own.  On decidedly different paths to salvation, the 
unlikely pair share a common nemesis: Kim's adoptive father, unscrupulous businessman Victor 
Coyle, a sociopath whose tools of trade include bribery and murder. Coyle blatantly exploits the 
land and the people he has managed to usurp and control, and hatches a scheme to control the 
island's water supply.  KULEANA is an intense and insightful story unafraid to ask tough 
questions such as “what is a Hawaiian?”.   Ancestral spirits and modern day warriors also 
contribute to the fight as Nohea and Kim learn the most important lesson: kuleana is not a 
burden; it is a privilege. 

SYNOPSIS  <<<

KULEANA in its spare, lean dialogue, well realized characters, and tropical noir plot, has the 
potential to be a Hawaiian CHINATOWN.

Screenwriter RON OSBORN 
(WEST WING, MOONLIGHTING, MEET JOE BLACK) 
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BRIAN KOHNE | Writer/Director  
Hawaii’s BRIAN KOHNE is an award-winning music producer (BAREFOOT NATIVES, WILLIE K) 
and independent motion picture writer/director/producer (GET A JOB).  A San Jose State graduate (Art 
and Radio/TV/Film), he returned home to Maui in ’05 from Silicon Valley having excelled as national 
director of sales and marketing,  corporate video production, sports broadcasting, and as senior user 
interface architect for an interactive television corporation. Actively marketing his new motion 
picture KULEANA, a feature mystery/drama slated for ’17 theatrical release in Hawaii and beyond, 
Kohne is principal of both MALAMA PONO PRODUCTIONS and HAWAI’I CINEMA INC, a 
marketing/publicity company. 

CREATIVE TEAM <<< 

STEFAN SCHAEFER | Producer 
Stefan's films have premiered and won awards at festivals such as Berlin, Hawai’i and SXSW, among 
many others, and have been successfully released theatrically and on TV channels such as PBS, HBO 
and the Sundance Channel. He has over ten feature film credits to his name as a writer, director and/or 
producer,  among them MY LAST DAY WITHOUT YOU (2011), the Maui-produced GET A JOB 
(2010), Michael Imperioli’s debut THE HUNGRY GHOSTS (2009), Olaf Johannesson’s THE 
AMAZING TRUTH ABOUT QUEEN RAQUELA (2008), and ARRANGED (2007).  In  addition  to 
these indie  features,  Stefan and writing partner  Christoph Silber  have written four  TV movies  for 
leading European networks ARD and ZDF, two of which filmed in Hawai’i.  On the documentary front, 
Stefan directed the one-hour film CONTESTED STREETS, which screened widely at environmental 
film festivals and aired as part of "The Green" series on the Sundance Channel. In 2015, he released a 
feature documentary on Poet Laureate and environmental activist W.S. Merwin, entitled EVEN 
THOUGH THE WHOLE WORLD IS BURNING. A one-hour version of the film, W.S. MERWIN: TO 
PLANT A TREE, was broadcast nationally on PBS in April 2016.  In the past three years, Stefan has 
developed and sold TV shows to companies such as Sony Pictures TV and Mandeville. He currently 
has shows in development with The Weinstein Company, Big Beach and AMC. Additionally, he co-
created the series SURF BREAK HOTEL with Jonathan Stern of Abominable Pictures. Backed by 
Insurrection Media and the Hawaii-based GVS Accelerator, the pilot shot on Maui in 2016 and is 
currently being shopped. Stefan is a frequent collaborator with Icelandic filmmaker Olaf de Fleur, 
screenwriter Christ Silber, Maui filmmaker Brian Kohne, and Diane Crespo, with whom he founded the 
New York-based Cicala Filmworks. An active member of the Writers Guild of America (WGA), he's is 
managed by LA-based Industry Entertainment. Stefan graduated from Wesleyan University, and 
studied as a Fulbright Scholar at Christian-Albrechts University in Kiel, Germany. He and his family 
live on the North Shore of Maui, Hawai'i.  

http://mylastdaywithoutyou.com
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0848542/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christoph_Silber
https://vimeo.com/26396887
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sundance_Channel_(United_States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W.S._Merwin
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2231209/
http://www.pbs.org/show/ws-merwin-plant-tree/
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sony_Pictures_TV&action=edit&redlink=1
http://mandfilms.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Weinstein_Company
http://bigbeach.com/
http://www.amc.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonathan_Stern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abominable_Pictures
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olaf_de_Fleur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christoph_Silber
http://hawaiicinema.com/index/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diane_Crespo
http://cicalafilmworks.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Writers_Guild_of_America,_East
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wesleyan_University
http://www.barefootnatives.com/
http://www.getajobmovie.com/
http://www.kuleanamovie.com/
http://www.hawaiicinema.com/
http://www.barefootnatives.com/
http://www.getajobmovie.com/
http://www.kuleanamovie.com/
http://www.hawaiicinema.com/
http://mylastdaywithoutyou.com
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0848542/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christoph_Silber
https://vimeo.com/26396887
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sundance_Channel_(United_States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W.S._Merwin
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2231209/
http://www.pbs.org/show/ws-merwin-plant-tree/
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sony_Pictures_TV&action=edit&redlink=1
http://mandfilms.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Weinstein_Company
http://bigbeach.com/
http://www.amc.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonathan_Stern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abominable_Pictures
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olaf_de_Fleur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christoph_Silber
http://hawaiicinema.com/index/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diane_Crespo
http://cicalafilmworks.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Writers_Guild_of_America,_East
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wesleyan_University
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MORONAI KANEKOA  - Originally from Maui and now living and 
working in Los Angeles, Moronai has appeared in TV shows such as DAYS 
OF OUR LIVES, and motion pictures such as THE TEN YEAR PLAN. He 
regularly tours a national one-man play, THE LEGEND OF KO’OLAU. 

SONYA BALMORES - A model, surfer, and actress from Kauai, her credits 
include the movie SOUL SURFER, and the TV series HAWAII 5-O. She 
debuts this fall in ABC’s Marvel series INHUMANS, joins Gerard Butler’s 
action feature Den of Thieves alongside Curtis 50 Cent Jackson, and has a 
guest role in Dwayne Johnson’s HBO television series Ballers. 

KRISTINA ANAPAU - Originally from Hawaii island, Kristina’s hit movies 
include Aranofsky’s BLACK SWAN, along with TV credits in HBO’s TRUE 
BLOOD, HOUSE, MONK, CSI:NY, WITHOUT A TRACE, GENERAL 
HOSPITAL, and more. 

STEFAN SCHAEFER - In addition to a memorable comedic turn in GET A 
JOB, Maui’s Schaefer has a lengthy list of professional stage and screen 
credits. It takes a special talent to produce a feature and star as the movie’s 
villain. 

AUGIE T -  Oahu’s beloved star of TV (HAWAII 5-O), movies (GET A 
JOB, HANG LOOSE), and heard daily on Hawaii’s radio airwaves, Augie’s 
popular standup comedy shows have spawned seven performance DVDs. 

BRANSCOMBE RICHMOND - Maui’s Branscombe has appeared in 
hundreds of TV shows (including RENEGADE, ROADIES) and movies 
(SCORPION KING) in a career spanning four decades. 

MARLENE SAI - Marlene was discovered by Don Ho in Honolulu is 1959 
when she released her first LP, Kainoa, from which two songs are featured in 
KULEANA. The legendary recording artist has also starred on stage 
(SOUTH PACIFIC) and screen (HAWAII 5-O, THE HAUMANA). 

MEL CABANG - He’s been a comic and businessman in Hawaii for over 40 
years. Mel has been seen in numerous commercials and local programs over 
that stretch, along with TV guest appearances in the original HAWAII 5-0 
and MAGNUM PI. 

ALL-HAWAII CAST <<< 
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CAST & CREW | Lists <<< 
Writer/Director  Brian Kohne 
Producer   Stefan Schaefer 
Cinematographer  Dan Hersey 
Editor    Adi Ell-Ad 
Production Design  Burt H. Sakata 
Costume Design  Beth Anne Kelleher 
Original Score  Willie K 
Original Score  Johnny Wilson 
Music Supervisor  Dondi Bastone 
Executive Producers Byron Warner • Susan Naylor 
    Clyde Ota • Kristina Anapau 
    Branscombe Richmond 
Associate Producers Kathy Collins • Adi Ell-Ad 
    Bill Kohne • Salma Ansari 
    Sulara James • John Hague 
    Mike & Eve Green 
    Glenn Yamasaki 
Unit Production Mngr. William Reeve Pie’ 
Locations Mngr.  Kathy Collins 
First Asst. Director Justin Hogan 
Second Asst. Director Alexa Dieke 
Luna ‘Olelo (Language) Kuioklalani Gapero 
Cultural Liaison  Kainoa Horcajo 
Underwater Cinema Charlie Fasano 
Visual FX Supervisor Remo Balcells 
Post Prod. Supervisor Andrew Rice 
Sound Design  Johnny Wilson 
Re-recording Mixer Tamara Johnson 
Script Supervisor  Darren Corrao 
Sound Mixer  Marcin Tyszka 
First Asst. Camera  Reece Pottorff 
Still Photographer  Jack Grace 
Video Documentarian Rick Chatenever 
Consulting Producer Raymond Rolak 
Publicity Consultant Blaise Noto & Associates 
Color Consultant  Steven Hornbuckle 
SFX Make Up   Natalie Bruce 
Hair & Make-up  Luisa Ascensao 
Auto Master   Brian Shelton 
Key Art   Scott Johnson 
Production Accountants Salma Ansari • Kerry Cullins

Nohea Kanekoa  Moronai Kanekoa 
Kim Coyle   Sonya Balmores 
Rose Coyle   Kristina Anapau 
Victor Coyle  Stefan Schaefer 
Detective Tulba  Augie T 
Grandma Kanekoa  Marlene Sai 
The Moke   Branscombe Richmond 
Sheldon Zhang  Mel Cabang 
Uncle Bossy   Vene Chun 
Bill Kanekoa  Kainoa Horcajo 
Chad Blake   Steven Dascoulias 
Yoshi    Tsune Watanabe 
Terry    JD Tanuvasa 
Kim Coyle ‘59  Kealani Warner 
Nohea Kanekoa ‘59 Ryan Ursua 
Grandpa Kanekoa  Kahu Lyons Naone 
Cousin Hoku  Hoku Pavao 
Hoku’s Son   Finn Pavao-Jones 
Mr Hensley   Bill Hensley 
Mrs Hensley  Virginia Sandell 
Officer Na’ili’ili  Kapono Na’ili’ili 
Detective Mitchell  Anuhea Yagi 
Lieutenant McFoler Jim Oxborrow 
Mea Oli (Chanter)  Kuioklalani Gapero 
Mrs Agbuya   Jett Robideaux 
Malaya   Maharani Sims-Tulba 
Sunburned Tourist  Larry Feinberg 
Disc Jockey ‘59  Michael McCartney 
Disc Jockey ‘71  LD Reynolds 
Disc Jockey ‘71  Kathy Collins 
Resort Luau Emcee Willie K 
Shoreline Deadbeat Eric Gilliom 
Flower Power Brother Jīvā Jīvē 
Bar Loudmouth  Ikaika Ahina 
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JOHNNY WILSON | Sound Editor & Original Score  
Maui-based TV and film composer, mix engineer and sound designer, 
Johnny  has worked on award winning feature films and TV series for the 
past fifteen years.  He’s currently scoring a documentary narrated by 
Angelica Huston and Ellen Burstyn, and has mixed and designed TV spots 
for Jordan Peele, James Carville, Larry Wilmore, Trevor Noah and many 
others.  He operates studios in Wailuku, Hawaii as well as Los Angeles and 
Pasadena, California.  

THE MUSIC OF KULEANA <<< 

WILLIE K | Music & Original Score 
Willie is the only artist in the world who can play indigenous acoustic 
Hawaiian, blues, jazz, reggae, rock, country, metal, and even opera  — and 
leave everyone within earshot slack-jawed in astonishment. Willie’s past 
award-winning work with Brian Kohne include CDs by BAREFOOT 
NATIVES, a DVD ‘WILLIE K LIVE AT MULLIGANS ON THE BLUE’, 
and ‘GET A JOB’, a feature comedy. Willie’s the subject of a documentary 
in production, ‘HAWAIIAN BLUESMAN’, and tours regularly.   

DONDI BASTONE | Music Supervisor  
Known in the islands for his Oscar-nominated work on the 
‘DESCENDANTS’, for Dondi, music supervision combines music and 
film, his two passions. "It gives me the opportunity to be creative in my 
own way, have a meaningful impact on a film, while working directly with 
the filmmakers," he said.  He’s been in the business for over twenty years 
on such high-profile motion pictures as SIDEWAYS, and APPALOOSA; 
Kuleana is his first collaboration with writer/director Brian Kohne.  The 
incredible array of tracks licensed for the motion picture is remarkable. 

The soundtrack boasts a hypnotic original score by Willie K & Johnny Wilson 
combined with Hawaiian classics of the late sixties and national hits of the era. 
Where else besides KULEANA might you hear Joni Mitchell, Sons of Hawaii (featuring Gabby 
Pahinui and Eddie Kamae), Marlene Sai (featuring Don Ho and Sonny Chillingworth), Dinah 
Washington, the Platters, Auntie Genoa Keawe, Lena Machado, Eric Gilliom, Amy Hanaiali’i, Myra 
English, Tony Orlando and Dawn, Ron Tish, Honk, Procol Harum, the Skyliners, Sunday Manoa 
(featuring the Brothers Cazimero and Peter Moon), Nani, and Climax all in one place? 
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RECENT PRESS <<< 
ARTS BEAT LA | August 7, 2017 
San Antonio Film Festival Review: Brian Kohne’s Maui-set ‘Kuleana’ 
by Kurt Gardner 
Kuleana, written and directed by Brian Kohne, 
is unquestionably the work of a filmmaker who 
deeply loves the culture and people of  
Hawaii. And anyone who’s had the opportunity 
to visit Maui will likewise be entranced, as the 
film serves up the island’s beauty along with a 
densely layered story that Kohne has 
constructed.

The film is set in two time periods. The first is 
1959, prior to Hawaii’s official statehood, but 
when opportunistic real estate developers 
were already moving in to destroy paradise in 
the name of the almighty dollar.

A parallel storyline is set 15 years later. The island has undergone a profound change to reflect 
the changes in the islands. Luxury hotels have been built all over the island, and the natives 
have no choice except to enter the service industry in order to survive. Meanwhile, the United 
States government is conducting bombing tests nearby, startling the well-paying hotel guests.
What ties the two time periods together are the main characters. We’re first introduced to 
Nohea (Moronai Kanekoa) and Kim (Sonya Balmores) as children, but then they are reunited 
as adults to confront the demons from their past. When Kim’s mother, Rose (Kristina Anapau), 
takes a fatal leap from a hotel balcony, Kim is certain that her unscrupulous real estate 
developer father, Victor (Stefan C. Schaefer) is to blame. She enlists Nohea’s help to solve the 
crime, unaware that he’s already sold his family’s land (and his soul) to the man to provide for 
his beloved grandmother (Marlene Sai).

This synopsis just scratches the surface of Kohne’s densely-layered plot. He combines a noir-
style mystery story with large chunks of fascinating Hawaiian history and mysticism, and it’s 
surprisingly effective. His efforts are aided enormously by the performances. Kanekoa is a 
standout as Nohea, well-matched by Balmores as Kim. Sai is touching as Nohea’s affectionate 
grandmother, the only person who can keep her embittered Vietnam veteran grandson from 
sinking into misery.

Schaefer is somewhat wooden as Victor, but since his character is such a shallow, unlikeable 
creep, it works to his advantage. Anapau is also memorable as Rose, Victor’s beaten-down 
wife whose broken heart can clearly be seen in her eyes. Kohne populates his film with other 
notable and offbeat characters, some of whom provide welcome comic relief.
Given its limited budget, Kuleana looks sensational, with sparkling cinematography by Dan 
Hersey and dynamic editing by Adi Ell-Ad. The score is a nice combination of native music by 
Willie K and Johnny Wilson and well-chosen period tunes (“A Whiter Shade of Pale” is used to 
good effect).

Kuleana is certainly a unique experience, merging unlikely genres and providing a cast of 
characters whom audiences can identify with no matter where they live.

Read the story online here: Arts Beat LA 

  

http://www.artsbeatla.com/2017/08/kuleana/
http://www.artsbeatla.com/2017/08/kuleana/
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MAUI TIME | June 21, 2017 
‘Kuleana’ New Movie Review 
by Barry Wurst II 
Brian Kohne’s eagerly awaited Kuleana is a film 
island audiences deserve but might not be 
expecting. The only quality this has in common 
with Get a Job, Kohne’s goofball, debut 2011 
indie comedy is a wealth of cameo appearances 
by local Maui celebrities and personalities. 
Otherwise, everything in Kohne’s sophomore 
effort is far more polished and serious-minded.

The film draws us in with two timelines, in which 
an unsolved murder, a missing child case and 
unthinkable family secrets come to light on Maui in 1959 and 1971. With its easy-going pace, 
lived-in characterizations, emphasis on domestic cruelties and layered, twisty storytelling, the 
movie this most reminded me of was Chinatown.

Ambitious and more absorbing than most 2017 films, Kohne infuses magical realism, social 
commentary and Hawaiian history into a dense, busy, but coherent narrative. Not everything 
works but there’s enough dramatic pull and entertainment value for this to play far beyond 
theaters with an 808 area code.

An original blend of Hawaii’s history, spirituality and culture. Kuleana introduces a unique new 
film genre: Hawaiian Noir. While the setting may be tropical paradise, it’s set against a shocking 
and densely plotted mystery that twists and turns like a Raymond Chandler thriller. When Rose 
Coyle (played by a haunting Kristina Anapau) walks into a detective office, brandishing a 
cigarette and begging the private investigator to take on her case, I knew I was seeing a fresh 
take on dime store crime stories

The well assembled ensemble cast is full of noteworthy performances and a few acting 
discoveries. Playing the noble, wounded (in every sense of the word) Nohea is Moronai 
Kanekoa. His co-star is Sonya Balmores as Kim, a character whose journey takes on mythical 
proportions. Kanekoa and Balmores give deeply felt, highly charismatic performances that 
anchor the film. As Nohea’s Grandma, Marlene Sai is luminous, bringing life to a character that 
could have come across as a mere symbol. Vene Chun brings unexpected layers and steals 
many scenes as Uncle Bossy.

A never-better Branscombe Richmond is ferocious as an unseemly, dangerous figure (listed in 
the end credits as The Moke). It’s initially jarring to see Mel Cabang play a vile criminal and just 
as surprising to realize how great he is in a rich character role. The same goes for Augie T’s 
colorful but no-nonsense turn as a seen-it-all detective. Cabang and Augie T are so 
persuasively cast against type, I kept forgetting I was watching two local comedy legends.

Stefan Schaefer plays central villain Victor Coyle’s devilish nonchalance as recognizably banal 
evil and Steven Dascoulias is first rate playing that rarity of rarities: a sympathetic lawyer. Local 
audiences will note Kathy Collins’ spot-on vocal cameo, as well as former MauiTime writer 
Anuhea Yagi, more than holding the screen as a detective (good luck spotting Eric 
Gilliom’s cleverly placed appearance).

Con’t
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Willie K and Johnny Wilson’s exciting, flavorful score, Adi Ell-ad’s crisp editing and Dan 
Hersey’s beautiful cinematography keep things exciting and add greatly to the feel of discovery 
that awaits nearly every scene (particularly the Kaho`olawe-set sequences). Kohne has made 
some smart soundtrack choices, using the music in the same way he offers gorgeous scenery: 
as a contrast to the darkness taking place. There’s an especially striking use of Procol Harum’s 
“A Whiter Shade of Pale,” as well as classics by The Skyliners and The Platters.

The big climax goes by so quickly, I wanted to savor it more. Some of the supporting characters 
(particularly those played by Hoku Pavao and Tsune Watanabe) are intriguing enough that you 
wish Kohne would give them greater focus. The few scenes that offer light humor (notably a 
sequence involving an outrigger canoe) are unnecessary, though the tonal shifts are smoother 
than expected.

Kuleana is about the corruption beneath the exterior, both in Hawaii and within each of us. 
Kohne aims to make us aware of the forces in our lives that make us settle for moral 
compromise. In addition to the horrible abuse of Kaho`olawe, Kohne’s film is a cautionary tale 
against turning a blind eye to social injustice. If it sounds like a heavy-handed movie, it 
surprisingly isn’t.

There’s a moment where two local boys go diving into a resort swimming pool to collect a 
scattered fistful of coins, a visual that suggests the predicament of having to find work in a 
tourism-based economy. Another shot leans in on blood and wads of bills washing down a river. 
The meaning of the imagery won’t be lost on anyone, as Kohne allows the visuals to speak 
volumes, while the characters don’t sermonize or recite preachy exposition.

Long but never dull or uneventful, Kuleana is a significant work of Hawaii-made independent 
cinema. It’s so rich with ideas and delicious stacks of character revelations, seeing it twice is 
essential.

Four Stars

Read the story online here: MauiTime - 'Kuleana' New Movie Review 

MAUI TIME | Cover Story June 8, 2016 
Excerpt: “Given all that Kohne has taken on himself, it’s 
remarkable he’s made it this far. Not only has he made a 
motion picture (GET A JOB), but he’s nearly finished 
with a second one in a completely different genre–all 
filmed here. This isn’t a big studio flying an expensive, 
big-name cast to the islands for a few exterior shots, 
then doing the rest in Southern California sound stages. 
What Kohne is attempting to do transcends merely 
making a movie – he’s striving to create a Maui movie 
industry. One dedicated to letting Hawai'i people tell 
Hawai'i stories. It’s difficult and expensive, and though 
Kohne said they leverage Hawaii tax credits for local film 
productions, the rest of the work and support comes 
from himself and his crew.”

Read the full story here: MauiTime-KULEANA 

Con’t from previous

https://mauitime.com/entertainment/kuleana-new-movie-review/
http://mauitime.com/entertainment/movies-showtimes/what-its-like-to-make-brian-kohnes-new-maui-movie-kuleana/
https://mauitime.com/entertainment/kuleana-new-movie-review/
http://mauitime.com/entertainment/movies-showtimes/what-its-like-to-make-brian-kohnes-new-maui-movie-kuleana/
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KULEANA | UPCOMING FESTIVAL SCREENINGS  <<<

International Premiere California Premiere Honolulu Premiere

With GET A JOB, Hawaii’s first major motion picture comedy, we 
were privileged to experience the independent motion picture process 
from inception to completion, through exhibition and distribution. The 
movie enjoyed a domestic theatrical 
run and screened in far-away places 
such as Spain and Cambodia. Where 
this screwball comedy was, in earnest, 
a groundbreaking learning exercise, 
KULEANA boasts higher production 
values and emotional performances 
which demonstrate profound growth 
all the way around.  

OUR PREVIOUS FEATURE | Get A Job (2011) <<<

http://www.GetAJobMovie.com
http://www.GetAJobMovie.com
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COMPARABLE FEATURES  <<<

Brian Kohne - Writer/Director 
brian@HawaiiCinema.com 

Tel. 808 298 8025  

Stefan Schaefer - Producer 
stefan@cicalafilmworks.com 

Tel. 917 364 7240 

Byron Warner - Executive Producer 
bmwmaui@icloud.com 

Tel. 808 205 2357 

General Press Inquiries - Hawaii Cinema Inc 
info@HawaiiCinema.com 

CONTACT INFO  <<< 

ON THE WEB  <<< 
WEBSITES 

HawaiiCinema.com          KuleanaMovie.com 

FACEBOOK 
www.Facebook.com/HawaiiCInema         www.Facebook.com/KuleanaMovie 

TWITTER 
www.Twitter.com/HawaiiCinema        www.Twitter.com/KuleanaMovie 
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